
brain challenge
brain based learning

is all about using the latest research and our knowledge on

how the brain works to develop the best methods of learning and

one of the easiest ways to instantly stimulate our kids'

complex learning is to give them a challenge

my brain is a muscle
our brains are powerful muscles that needs exercise, rest and fuel to work at it's

best and this challenge will help you do just that (even though this challenge was

created for kids, I always do it with my kids to boost my own tired brain. Are you

up for the challenge?)
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brilliant brain challenge
The 6 activities listed on the worksheet have been proven to boost brain

function, memory & focus. Do the challenge to get started and then remember

to add them to everyday life. 

Keeping our kids motivated is super easy when there is a learning related

reward at the end. Think: a trip to the library, a new book, colored pencils or and

extra bedtime story.  

print the challenge worksheet, add name and learning reward

choose a day to get started

try every day to include as many of the brain boosting activities as possible

mark completed tasks on the worksheet

don't forget to reward at the end and even during the week when necessary

get started

brilliant

https://healthyfamilyandme.com/
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BRILLIANT BRAIN CHALLENGE

failproof learning tips

training my brain is fun
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 please do not share or post the pdf online

and email me with any questions

H E A L T H Y F A M I L Y A N D M E

copyr ight is  protected and th is

pr intable is  for  personal  use only

please note that th is  pr intable belongs to  

EST IE@HEALTHYFAMILYANDME .COM

ENJOYED THE  BRILL IANT  BRAIN CHALLENGE?
then you wi l l  LOVE the rest  of  the 

cl ick here

to check i t

out now
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